Introduction

Retrograde ejaculation is the complete or partial inability to ejaculate in an antegrade direction, and the sperm enters the bladder through the neck of the bladder in the reverse direction (1). Not only can it cause male infertility, but it can also lead to decreased sexual satisfaction. Pharmacotherapy for retrograde ejaculation is limited, and surgical intervention is rare (2,3). This article first reports a patient with idiopathic retrograde ejaculation not only restored antegrade ejaculation, but also successfully fathered a child naturally after transurethral bladder neck injection of Deflux. According to previous reports, antegrade ejaculation can be achieved (4-6). But whether the patients with restoration of antegrade ejaculation can achieve natural conception has not been answered. This case achieved natural conception answered this question and makes transurethral bladder neck injection of Deflux more valuable in dealing retrograde ejaculation. We present the following article in accordance with the CARE Guideline.

We present the following article in accordance with the CARE reporting checklist (available at http://dx.doi.org/10.21037/tau-20-593).
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Abstract: Retrograde ejaculation contributes to male infertility. Pharmacotherapy has a limited role in retrograde ejaculation. Deflux, a viscous substance, consists of two components: dextranomer microspheres and stabilized hyaluronic acid for the treatment of children with vesicoureteral reflux. According to the published articles, the authors described the first case achieved not only restoration of antegrade ejaculation but also followed conception of the spouse after transurethral bladder neck injection of Deflux. A 30-year-old male kept infertile after 3 years of marriage. The patient reported that he could not ejaculate in an antegrade direction after puberty when he reached sexual climax. There was no semen expelled from the urethral meatus. Medicine prescribed by a local hospital didn’t restore normal ejaculation. Four embryos fertilized by intracytoplasmic sperm injection developed well until transplantation, but none survived. The local reproductive center confirmed that his spouse preserved full capacity of fertility. He was diagnosed as retrograde ejaculation by real-time monitoring of transrectal ultrasound. He received transurethral bladder neck injection of Deflux. One month later, the patient restored antegrade ejaculation and the spouse of the patient conceived. During 18 months of follow-up, no related complications of the surgery have been observed. Transurethral bladder neck injection of Deflux can be considered as an alternative treatment method for retrograde ejaculation, and natural conception is possible thereafter.
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Case presentation

A 30-year-old male was admitted to the hospital with chief complaint of infertility for 3 years. The patient reported that he could not ejaculate in an antegrade direction after puberty when he reached sexual climax, as displayed in Figure 1. There was no semen expelled from the urethral meatus. Midodrine hydrochloride 2.5 mg three times daily for one month prescribed by a local hospital didn’t restore normal ejaculation. And midodrine hydrochloride discontinued because the patient was anxious to influence of sperm quality affected by medicine. Sperm has been retrieved in the urine after ejaculation with sodium bicarbonate orally taken. Four embryos fertilized by intracytoplasmic sperm injection developed well until transplantation. Two embryos at a time were transplanted once and again, but none survived. The local reproductive center confirmed that his spouse preserved full capacity of fertility. For further treatment, the patient visited and was admitted to our hospital. The patient denied the past history of diabetes, surgery, trauma, or mental disorders.

Physical examination indicated no obvious structural abnormality of the external genitalia. Normal parameters have been detected in blood routine, blood biochemistry, reproductive hormones. Real-time transrectal ultrasound indicated semen was retrogradely ejaculated into the bladder after emission, as was seen in Figure 2A.

According to the published articles, injection of Deflux, a viscous collagen, to the bladder neck may restore antegrade ejaculation for the patients with retrograde ejaculation. The patient received transurethral bladder neck injection of Deflux with informed consent and comprehensive communication to the surgeons before the surgery, as was seen in Figure 2B. A total of two mL Deflux was injected equally into the bladder neck at clock positions of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 o’clock under cystoscopy in 5 minutes. The needle tip was completely immersed into the submucosa. Mucosal bulge was observed during injection. In case of urinary retention, a urinary catheter was placed and removed one day later. In follow-up of 18 months, the patient converted to antegrade ejaculation with high satisfaction 1 month after the surgery without lower urinary tract symptoms or other complications. Natural conception of the spouse occurred one month after the surgery.

All procedures performed in studies involving human participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional and/or national research committee(s) and with the Helsinki Declaration (as revised in 2013). Written
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Discussion

The normal ejaculation process includes two parts, emission, and ejaculation. During this process, the closure of bladder neck is necessary to avoid semen from flowing or ejaculating into the bladder. If the bladder neck is not fully closed, the semen will enter the bladder in the reverse direction (7). The diagnosis of retrograde ejaculation is mainly determined by the presence of sperm after ejaculation in urine (1), but there are reports that sperm also could be found in urine after ejaculation in 73% of males with normal fertility (8). This phenomenon challenges the notion to set presence of sperm after ejaculation as a criterion for retrograde ejaculation. In order to evaluate the ejaculation in this case, transrectal ultrasound has been applied to monitor the ejaculation process in real time. The ultrasound clearly showed that the bladder neck kept open during emission and ejaculation, and semen was ejaculated from the posterior urethral to the bladder in color Doppler flow imaging. Figure 1 is consistent with a previous report of ultrasound diagnosis of retrograde ejaculation (9,10). Compared with the presence or absence of sperm in the urine after ejaculation, real-time ultrasound can not only differentiate anejaculation, antegrade ejaculation, and retrograde ejaculation, but also monitor the state of the urethral sphincter and bladder neck during retrograde ejaculation, which could pave the way to select a targeted treatment.

Open bladder neck can be observed under cystoscopy. A needle was inserted retrogradely and 2 mL Deflux was injected submucosally through the needle to five points of the bladder neck equally. Previous literatures reported that 6 mL collagen injected to 3 positions of the bladder neck (9), 4 mL collagen to 3 positions (4) or unknown amount of collagen type II to 3–5 positions (5).

The causes of retrograde ejaculation mainly include congenital malformation, spinal cord injury, retroperitoneal lymph node dissection, diabetes mellitus, bladder neck surgery, and idiopathic ones (8). Reynolds et al. (6) first reported in 1998 that the bladder neck submucosal collagen injection successfully converts retrograde ejaculation to antegrade ejaculation. The retrograde ejaculation of the patient was secondary to bladder neck plastic surgery. Nagai et al. (9) reported the first case of retrograde ejaculation due to incomplete spinal cord injury successfully treated with collagen injection to bladder neck guided by transrectal ultrasound before and after the surgery in 2004. For retrograde ejaculation caused by type I diabetes, transurethral bladder neck injection of type II collagen also has a significant effect (5). Combined this case of idiopathic retrograde ejaculation with literatures, transurethral bladder neck injection of Deflux may become standard treatment in the near future for retrograde ejaculation due to various causes, including but not limited to idiopathic retrograde ejaculation, spinal cord injury, diabetes mellitus, and bladder neck surgery. This treatment can bring new hope for patients with retrograde ejaculation.

During literature review, only three articles reported
successful conversion of antegrade ejection of the patient with retrograde ejaculation after collagen injection into the urethra and bladder neck (4-6). Reynolds et al. (6) reported that retrograde ejaculation was converted successfully after bladder neck injection of collagen. The patient chose to achieve conception by intrauterine insemination. Kurbatov et al. (5) reported that 2 of 12 patients had restored antegrade ejaculation after collagen injection into the bladder neck, and the control group received saline injection achieved no conception. A study by Hara et al. (4) showed that antegrade ejaculation occurred 1 week after collagen injection in the bladder neck, which gradually decreased over time, and returned to retrograde ejaculation after six months. Unfortunately, during this process, natural conception didn’t occur. In this case, the patient restored antegrade ejaculation about 4 weeks after Deflux injection. The spouse has naturally conceived at the same week, and gave birth to a female infant, 11 months after the surgery. This patient of retrograde ejaculation demonstrated that transurethral bladder neck injection of Deflux can be considered as an alternative treatment method for retrograde ejaculation, and natural conception is possible thereafter. Deflux, a viscous substance, consist of glycan anhydride microspheres and stable hyaluronic acid. It is applied to treat vesicoureteral reflux in children with exact effectiveness. It has been reported that Deflux remained to exist around the ureteral orifice in 92% patients after injection during mean follow-up duration of 22 months (11). The authors analyzed that this successful case benefit from Deflux, a more stable substance than collagen, and five points injection equally positioned around the bladder neck (2, 4, 6, 8, 10 o’clock), compared to injection at 3 positions (4, 6, 8 o’clock) (4,6) and (2, 6, 10 o’clock) (5). Because there are few patients with retrograde ejaculation, transurethral bladder neck injection of Deflux needs further evaluation, including optimal surgical points and number, dose of Deflux, injection depth and other detailed surgical techniques of the surgery.

Until currently, no literature on retrograde ejaculation after bladder neck injection has been published in China. This is the fourth report of transurethral bladder neck injection to deal with retrograde ejaculation in the world, and the first one achieved natural conception after bladder neck injection (4-6). Deflux is first applied by the authors for retrograde ejaculation, while collagen was applied in the first two cases published. Compared with side effects of long-term pharmacotherapy for retrograde ejaculation, such as anxiety, depression and so on, there are few related complications of transurethral bladder neck injection of Deflux (5). After removal of the urinary catheter, no complications observed. In these 3 studies, fourteen patients restored antegrade ejaculation, while none of them have fathered naturally (4-6). Incomplete antegrade ejaculation or poor sperm activity might contribute to infertility of the 12 patients. And the fertility of spouses has not been evaluated. Transurethral bladder neck injection of Deflux, a minimally invasive technique, can make natural conception possible, save medical expenses, and avoid female discomfort of assisted reproductive technology. There are a few limitations in this technique. As a transurethral technique, it may induce lower urinary tract symptoms. Complications and clinical efficacy need to be further evaluated in long-term follow-up.

In conclusion, transurethral bladder neck injection of collagen or Deflux for retrograde ejaculation is in an exploratory stage. Although there is a successful case report, randomized controlled trials in large sample size are needed to further evaluate the treatment.
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